500 Days of Garam Dharam in Murthal
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Dotted with an outstanding look, quirky ambiance and an inviting feel, “Garam Dharam Dhaba” is the one
stop solution for all crossing the NH 1 Highway. Inaugurated by the Veteran actor Dharmendra

himself, in no time has got so famous owing to its
luscious delicacies. A place that enjoys simpler elements of Life – Garam Dharam brings an experience of
“Good Food, Good Mood and Good Music”.

Umang Tewari says A Dhaba that celebrates traditional Indian and street delicacies along with ﬂavours
from around the world, is the place to be for the travellers and food lovers alike. Completing yet another
milestone, the legendary Dhaba is celebrating 500 days of Murthal launch.

Garam Dharam, savours modest segments of Life in an ambiance suitable for every generation to dine at.
www.internationalnewsandviews.com

A warm, cosy, comfortable Dhaba is a place where each meal is a treasured time to relax and share a
bounty of wonderful food with family and friends. Every time you dine here, you can sit back in the glow of
Contemporary Dhaba. A place serving the best food at best prices, is an experience cherished forever.
Adds veteran actor Dharmendra.
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With Quirky Entrance of Biggest Tanki that brings back the Memorabilia of Dharmendra’s favourite Tanki
scene, the place brings back the Nostalgia of Many classic Movies of Veteran Actor Dharmendra. Right
from Posters of Dharmendra's popular movies to Famous dialogues of his movies scattered over Garam
Dharam to Wall dedicated to his Graﬃti to Contemporary Dhaba Themed Interiors, The place has it all.
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A delicious mix of a contemporary ambiance with tantalizing food and drinks, is celebrating 500 successful
day at Murthal with “Oﬀers and Combos” worth amiss. From Thali special combos with toothsome
delicacies to Kebabs and Curries combos. From a combo from around the World to Bhatti special combos.
With uber cool “Celebration Discounts” at Garam Dharam also get 100 rupees waiver on a Bill of Rupees
500 and 500 rupees waiver on a Bill of Rupees 5000.
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The biggest in India, Garam Dharam is a one of its kind Dhaba with a twist. Visited by Food lovers from
diﬀerent cities, we are being loved for putting forth a satisfying experience. With everyday being a new
celebration, we will keep toasting to good life and good food at Garam Dharam”. Adds Umang Tiwari &
Mickey Mehta.
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Relish delicacies from Garam Dharam dry fruit Parantha to Masala Cheese Uttapam & Ghee Masala Dosa.
From Chinese specials like Chili Garlic Noodles, Chilli Mushroom and Spring Rolls to Angrezi Tadka with
Pizzas, Pastas, Sandwiches and more. With a Bhatti se section, devour Garma Garam Tikka and Kebabs
from Nimbu Chatkara Chaap, Haryali Paneer Tikka, Seekh Kebab and more. Relish Sarson da Saag,
Kashmiri Dum Aloo, Paneer Butter Masala &Dal Makhni with soft and yummy paranthas, rotis and naan.
Sweet endings deserve Ice-creams, Kulﬁ, jalebi, Halwa, Angoori rasmalai, Malpua, pastries and more.
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Garam Dharam is surely the place that will not only bring back the Nostalgia but will also give you the
experience which you haven’t experienced. The great package of Good food, Magniﬁcent Scale, Stardom
inspired Interiors and well-designated thoughtful activities are designed to make sure that if there is place,
that can oﬀer you the best of everything, it is Garam Dharam.
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